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Surrogates are cheaper to evaluate and assist in designing systems with lesser time. On the other hand, the surrogates are problem
dependent and they need evaluation for each problem to 	nd a suitable surrogate.�e Kriging variants such as ordinary, universal,
and blind along with commonly used response surface approximation (RSA) model were used in the present problem, to optimize
the performance of an air impulse turbine used for ocean wave energy harvesting by CFD analysis. A three-level full factorial design
was employed to 	nd sample points in the design space for two design variables. A Reynolds-averaged Navier Stokes solver was
used to evaluate the objective function responses, and these responses along with the design variables were used to construct the
Kriging variants and RSA functions. A hybrid genetic algorithm was used to 	nd the optimal point in the design space. It was
found that the best optimal design was produced by the universal Kriging while the blind Kriging produced the worst. �e present
approach is suggested for renewable energy application.

1. Introduction

A computational 
uid dynamics (CFD) based design requires
long time to evaluate objective functions of a problem.
�is type of analysis is called high-	delity analysis and any
high-	delity model requires many numerical simulations to
evaluate the functions. To optimize a CFD system, physics-
based low-	delity models or surrogate models or surrogates
are employed and these help in reducing computational
burden. A global optimization algorithm, such as hybrid
genetic algorithm (HGA), which mimics the evolutionary
principle assisted by sequential quadratic programming helps
in 	nding the optimal design [1].

�e low-	delitymodels depend on the nature of the prob-
lem while the model-accuracy depends on several factors
such as nature and distribution of sampling points, type of
model, optimizer capability, and number of variables. It was
found that the Kriging (KRG) models were as competitive
as other surrogates [2]. �ere are the surrogates such as
response surface approximation (RSA) and arti	cial neural
network (ANN), and these surrogates further have their
variants. Researchers are trying to increase the e�ectiveness
and accuracy in constructing the surrogates, to increase the
number of variables, to reduce the number of design points,
and so forth [3]. Hence it is imperative to bring the researches

to application level and check whether particular surrogate or
surrogate variants can perform better than the others.

�ere are ample articles describing surrogate models and
their applicability to di�erent problems [4–6]. �e models
are problem dependent and selecting a propermodel requires
designer expertise [4]. Peter andOnera [4] compared the sur-
rogate models in an industrial context to design a stator blade
in order to optimize the local pressure at the exit and showed
that universal Kriging (UKR) provided the better results in
terms of approximating the exact function. In some other
application, it did not perform well as compared to the other
surrogates [2]. �e KRG variants such as ordinary Kriging
(OKR), UKR, and blindKriging (BKR)which performedwell
in several applications for optimization were compared for
analytical function based optimizations [2]. BKR performed
better in several applications [2]. But there was no reported
application in CFD or turbomachinery application found in
the literatures regarding the applicability of BKR.

One of the renewable energy systems is oscillating water
column (OWC) based systemwhich harvests energy from the
ocean waves. OWC is a partially submerged hollow cylin-
drical column consisting of a bidirectional 
ow turbine or
simply a bidirectional air turbine installed inside the column
[7]. �e periodic wave pattern produces a reciprocating air

ow over the turbine and thus it rotates the turbine in a
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Figure 1: Impulse turbine.

single direction.�e popular bidirectional turbines are either
reaction or impulse type. �e impulse turbine is better in
terms of having higher operating range. �e impulse turbine
has a symmetrical rotor sandwiched between two sets of
guide vanes (GVs). �e GVs essentially de
ect the 
ow
through the inlet and helps increase the kinetic energy of 
ow.
As a result, the 
uid particle hits the rotor blade (RB) and
gives an “impulse” to the turbine [7]. �e earliest reported
systematic optimization study was on reaction turbine airfoil
blade shape modi	cation for achieving multiple objectives
[8]. �e optimization of rotor blade sections of an impulse
turbine was carried by Gomes et al. [9].

�e present work compares the Kriging variants along
with RSA surrogate to enhance the e�ciency of the turbine
used for wave energy extraction. Numbers of blade and
guide vanes were modi	ed to enhance the e�ciency of the
turbine. Numerical analysis to validate the performance of
the surrogates was implemented in this problem. Detailed
numerical approach and surrogate strategy along with results
have been discussed in this paper.

2. Problem Description and
Numerical Procedure

2.1. Model Description and CFD Methodology. Bidirectional

ow impulse turbine was chosen as the reference geometry
[10] for studying the applicability of surrogate techniques to
turbomachinery application. Figure 1(a) shows the complete
geometry. �e turbine has 30 rotor blades (�rb = 30) and
26 guide vanes (�gv = 26) on either side of the rotor blade
(RB). To reduce computational cost, simulation was run over
single RB rather considering all the blades. Figure 1(b) shows
the 
owdomain.�emajor speci	cations are listed in Table 1.
To analyze the 
ow over the entire 
uid domain (including all
the blades), a higher computational cost is required. Hence,
the walls of the domain where it faces the domain of other
blades are given as periodic conditions. �is has also been
reported in the literature [11].

Table 1: Design speci	cations of rotor and guide vane.

Parameter Speci	cations

Rotor

Rotor blade pro	le Circular-elliptical

Number of rotor blades (�rb) 30

Rotor blade pitch 26.7mm

Hub diameter 210mm

Tip diameter 298mm

Tip clearance 1mm

Chord length (�rb) 54mm

Blade inlet angle 60∘

Guide vane

Guide vane pro	le Plate type

Number of blades 26

Stator blade pitch 30.8mm

Chord length (�gv) 70mm

Tip clearance 1mm

Blade thickness 0.5mm

Guide vane inlet angle 30∘

�e 
ow was computed over the passage of the upstream
guide vane (GV), then over the RB. Finally the 
ow leaves
through the downstream GV. Steady state 
ow with frozen
rotor approach was used. �e turbulence model was �-� and
the turbine rotated at constant low speed of 600 rpm. Inlet
velocity (V) was varied to compute 
ow over di�erent 
ow
coe�cients and the exit pressure was set to 1 atm. To achieve
the uniform 
ow, the 
ow domain was extended to 8.5 times
the chord length [11]. �e Reynolds averaged Navier-Stoke
(RANS) equations were solved for evaluating torque (�) and
total pressure drop (Δ�). Rather than expressing torque,
pressure drop, and velocity directly, these were addressed in
dimensionless forms as torque coe�cient (	�), input power
coe�cient (	in), and 
ow coe�cient (
), respectively. Flow
coe�cient (
) is the ratio of the inlet axial velocity to the
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circumferential velocity. �e mathematical formulations of
the parameters [10, 12] are

Torque coe�cient : 	� = 2�{� (V2 + �2) ��rb�rb�} , (1)

Input power coe�cient : 	in = 2Δ��{� (V2 + �2) ��rb�rbV} , (2)

E�ciency : � = ��Δ�� = 	�� ⋅ 	in

, (3)

Flow coe�cient : � = V�. (4)

�e governing Navier-Stokes transport equations are as
follows.

Mass � (��)�� + � (�V)�� + � (��)�� = 0 (5)

and momentum

−� (�)�� + � (���)�� + � (���)�� + � (���)�� = div (���) ,
−� (�)�� + � (���)�� + � (���)�� + � (���)�� = div (�V�) ,
−� (�)�� + � (���)�� + � (���)�� + � (���)�� = div (���) .

(6)

Discretization of model was done in ICEM-CFD and the
mesh in the domain is shown in Figure 2. Unstructured
tetrahedral elements with 	ner meshing near the blade
surface and tip clearance regionwere employed. ANSYS-CFX
was used as a RANS solver. Twomixing planes, one at each of
the interfaces of the stator-rotor regions, were used. Table 2
lists the initial and boundary conditions. �e domain was
discretized into number of cells and each cell represents a
	nite volumewith a central node, at which the 
owproperties
were evaluated.�e tip clearance zonewasmodeledwith 	ner
mesh and it was assured that su�cient nodes should be there
in radial direction.

�e simulations were run on 3.4GHz core i7-3370 pro-
cessor with 8GB RAM.�e average number of iterations for
converged results for a single simulation run was approxi-
mately 1000 and average time was approximately 10 hours.

2.2. Objective Function and Design Variables. Utilizing
energy from natural resources has to be carried out e�ciently
so that the losses associated can be reduced. Hence, for the
current problem, the turbine e�ciency (�) of the impulse
turbine (3) was chosen to be the objective function. Two
design variables (DVs), namely, number of the stator blades
(�gv) and the number of the rotor blades (�rb), were selected.
A feasible design space was formed by the lower and upper
limits of the variables as shown in Table 3. �e variation
in blade number changes its pitch, thus depending on the

Shroud

Rotor

Hub

Figure 2: Mesh for rotor.

Table 2: Initial and boundary conditions.

Analysis Steady state analysis

Fluid Ideal gas

Turbulence model �-�
Turbulence intensity Medium (5%)

Inlet boundary condition Inlet axial speed

Rotational speed 600 rpm (constant)

Outlet boundary condition Static pressure (1 atm)

Stage type Frozen rotor

Domain Periodic boundary

number of blades the 
uid domain changes, and thus it
a�ects turbine performance. More number of blades leaves
lesser space for the 
uid passage. As the inlet 
ow velocity
is constant, the 
ow might get accelerated when it 
ows
over more number of blades. �is accelerated 
ow hits the
rotor blade with more impulse, thus increasing the torque
generated by the rotor. On the other hand, the same narrow
passage can give 
ow blockage and can reduce performance.

2.3. Optimization Procedure. Optimization is central theme
to any problem involving decision-making that involves
choosing among alternatives. �e measure of goodness of
the alternatives is represented by the objective functions or
performance indices [3]. Optimization methodology deals
with the selection of the best alternative relative to the given
designs.

�e procedure for optimization is shown in Figure 3.
Initially the design variables and the objectives are set up.
As the surrogates cannot generate the initial population, a
high-	delity analysis like the CFD is carried out. �e design
variables lower and upper bounds are de	ned. At each of the
cross combination of the DV’s, CFD analysis is carried out.
�is being the initial data is fed to train the surrogate. A�er
training the surrogate, the optimum point is searched using
an optimizer. Once the convergence criteria are achieved, the
surrogate predicted results are cross validated with CFD; else
the design space is further modi	ed.
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Figure 3: Optimization procedure.

Table 3: Design space.

Variables LB UB�rb 30 42�gv 20 32

2.4. SurrogateModel Construction and Search Algorithm. �e
surrogates such as KRG variants and RSA functions mimic
a high-	delity response. Kriging variants are approximation
functions with multiple inputs and a single output. �e UKR
is basically a data 	tting or an interpolating technique that
uses a trend function or a regression function to capture
large-scale variations and a systematic departure or stochastic
process (�) through the residuals to capture small-scale vari-
ations. Depending on the nature of the regression function
Kriging variants have been organized with various names
[13]. Simple Kriging presumes the regression function to be a
known constant; that is,!(�) = 0. A popular category is OKR
which imagines a constant but unknown regression function!(�) = ". �e BKR deploys the linear regression function
as a trend function. In another class, UKR regards the trend
function as a multivariate polynomial.

Kriging is also considered as Gaussian process, and a
summary of the same is presented below [4, 13, 14]. �e “#”
training points can be represented as �1, �2, . . . , �	, and let!($) represent the response. �e Kriging interpolation is
derived as

!̃ (�) = &' + � (�) ⋅ Ψ−1 ⋅ (! ($) − -') . (7)

Here, & and - represent the model matrices of the test
point � and the training set $, respectively. �e regression
coe�cient function' is determined bymethod of generalized
least squares:

' = ($
Ψ−1$)−1$Ψ−1! ($) . (8)

�(x) = (/(x, x1), . . . , /(x, x	)) is an 1×# vector of correlations
between the data point � and training set $. Ψ is # × #
correlation matrix given as

Ψ = (/(x1, x1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ / (x1, x	)
... d

.../ (x	, x1) ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ / (x	, x	)) . (9)

�e regression function may be considered as mean of the
geometric progression.�e prediction which is far from data
point will be reverted to the mean. Initially, the behavior
of the response is unknown; hence a constant regression
function ' = " is assigned; this interpolation methodology
describes ordinary Kriging (OKR). Also, it is possible by
applying prior knowledge or any other technique, to identify
the basis functions which could be used in the regression
function. �is enables extrapolating the points outside the
sampled region. If a quadratic polynomial is used, the
Kriging technique is termed as universal Kriging (UKR),
whereas when the Kriging is able to identify the best basis
function on its own, it is termed as blind Kriging (BKR). �e
importance of each basis function is determined using the
Bayesian variable ranking. Further, forward selection strategy
is applied to enable inclusion of more basis functions in the
BKR model. �e merit of using this method is that it satis	es
principles of e�ect hierarchy and e�ect heredity; for example,
linear interactions are included before the quadratic e�ects.

RSA is a methodology [14] of 	tting a function for
discrete responses obtained from numerical calculations. For
a second-order polynomial RSA model, the response can be
represented by

- (�) = 7� + �DV∑
=1

7�
+ �DV∑
=1

7�2 + �DV∑
�=1

�DV∑
=1
� ̸=

7����, (10)

where -(�) represents the response of the function, and
terms 7�, 71, and so forth are the regression coe�cients.
�e number of regression coe�cients are found by relation
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(�DV + 1)�(�DV + 2)/2, where�DV is the number of design
variables and � represents the selected design variable. It is
the simplestmodel andmost commonly used in the surrogate
based optimization application.

GA [15], a population-based algorithm, is used for the
global optimal search. As GA is based on random number
generation, each run produces a di�erent result, and actual
local optima can be ignored. Hence, in order to reduce the
problem of GA, sequential quadratic programming (SQP),
which is a local search algorithm, was used for 	ne-tuning.
SQP can be used directly to search optimally, but it is depen-
dent on initial guesses for the design variables as to where the
global optimum can be located. A highly nonlinear function
can have several local optima, and di�erent guesses produce
di�erent designs.One option for alleviating that issue is to use
several initial guesses, run SQP several times, and choose the
best objective function value among the predicted responses.
Another solution is using hybrid GA, searching for a global
optimum with GA, and then 	ne-tuning with SQP.

GA function in Matlab takes the following parameters:
surrogate function to generate population, number of initial
population, boundary of the variables, and stopping criteria.
Initially 20 populations were generated and number of gener-
ations was set to 50. Once the iteration is complete, the opti-
mal design variable values were obtained. On the other hand
in SQP, initial guess along with the boundary of the variables
was fed. In this case, the optimal design variable values were
used as initial guess of SQP. Each run of GA produces dif-
ferent result because it tries to 	nd global optimal while with
proper initial guess SQP 	nds a local optima or best design.

3. Results and Discussions

Figure 4 validates the current CFD result with existing
experimental and CFD results for the objective function [10,
16]. In the present simulations, 1.4 million cell elements and
0.275 million nodes were generated. Design points in the
design space were selected through three-level full factorial
design. �e objective function which is turbine e�ciency
was evaluated at these points using the RANS solver. �e
evaluated objective function values are shown in Figure 5.
�e computed e�ciency values along with the design points
were used for the surrogate construction. Finally, the HGA
was used to 	nd optimal points from the surrogates. �e
optimal design is solved again using the RANS solver to check
the accuracy of surrogates.

Table 4 shows the comparison of RANS and surrogate
predicted results of the objective function. �e optimized
results show that the e�ciency has increased to 42.52%which
was around 12.67% increment as compared to the reference
design and it was obtained byUKR.�e error in prediction of
UKR was −0.31% which was lowest among all the surrogates
considered for the present evaluation. �e error was because
of the noninteger prediction of the number of blades, approx-
imation in CFD computations, and surrogate construction.
�e table shows the optimal point in the design space and the
optimal numbers of RB and GV were 38 and 24, respectively.

As the e�ciency was highest by the UKR predicted result,
further study to analyze the 
ow was done using the UKR
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Figure 5: Objective function values.

predicted results only. Figures 6–9 show the comparison of
Ref andOpt designs. For a wider range of 
ow coe�cient, the
Opt design shows the overall improvement in the e�ciency
(Figure 6). �e power produced is higher for the Opt design
which contributes to higher torque (Figure 7). A turbine
should produce lesser pressure drop, which gives higher
e�ciency, and this can be clearly observed for the Opt design
in Figure 8.

Figure 9 shows the pressure distribution at a plane located
at 50% span for the base and the optimal design. It was
observed that the pressure contour over the blade is lower
for the optimized blade. �e pressure over the rotor is higher
for the reference design and is lower for the optimum design,
which results in lesser pressure drop across the optimum
blade. �e lesser the pressure drop is, the more it contributes
to e�ciency.

Among the surrogates, it was found that the UKR
performed well while the BKR performed badly. �e most
general surrogate RSA somehow improved e�ciency but
error was higher compared to UKR but lower than BKR.
Similar confusing results were found by the authors [2, 5, 6]
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Table 4: Optimal designs for e�ciency.

Model �gv,opt �rb,opt -Sur, % -CFD, % -Ref, % -Imp, % -Err, %
BKR 25 37 42.67 37.54 37.74 −0.53 −13.67
OKR 24 36 42.89 42.07 37.74 11.47 −1.95
UKR 24 38 42.65 42.52 37.74 12.67 −0.31
RSA 20 37 42.71 41.09 37.74 8.88 −3.94
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Figure 6: E�ciency enhancement.
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for the surrogates RSA, OKR, and neural network. Hence
a multiple surrogate approach is better for turbomachinery
applications as the same set of design points can produce
multiple optimal and there is a greater chance to have better
optimal design and less uncertainty in optimal design.

4. Conclusion

An impulse turbine was numerically modeled and analyzed
using a RANS solver. Di�erent surrogate models including
Kriging variants and RSA were used to 	nd optimal design.
�e optimizer was hybrid genetic algorithm. It was found
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that approximately 13% relative e�ciency can be improved
through the optimization procedure. �e optimal number
of rotor and stator blades was 38 and 24. �e increment in
e�ciency was signi	cant over the entire 
ow coe�cients.�e
enhancement of e�ciency was achieved because of change in
pressure pro	le over the blade.

Among the di�erent surrogates universal Kriging per-
formed better while blind Kriging failed to enhance the
turbine performance. Hence, instead of single surrogate,
multiple surrogate application is suggested to the readers.�e
CFDwith the surrogate coupled hybrid genetic algorithm can
be used for the ocean energy applications as this approach can
reduce total design and simulation cost.

Nomenclature

Abbreviations

BKR: Blind Kriging
CFD: Computational 
uid dynamics
DV: Design variable
GA: Genetic algorithm
GV: Guide vane
KRG: Kriging
OKR: Ordinary Kriging
UKR: Universal Kriging
Opt: Optimized
OWC: Oscillating water column
RANS: Reynolds averaged Navier-Stoke
RB: Rotor blade
Ref: Reference
RSA: Response surface approximation
SQP: Sequential quadratic programming.

Symbols	: Parameter coe�cient-: Objective function
gv: Number of guide vane�: Chord length�: Integer
Pw: Power (Watts)�: Flow rate (m3/s)�: Mean radius of rotor (m)
rb: Number of rotor blade�: Torque (N ⋅m)�: Circumferential velocity at mean radius (m/s)
V: Mean axial inlet 
ow velocity (m/s)�: VariableΔ�: Total pressure drop (Pa)�: E�ciency7: Regression coe�cient�: Density of air (kg/m3)
: Flow coe�cient�: Angular velocity (rad/s).
Subscripts

cfd: Computational 
uid dynamics
DV: Design variables

Err: Error
gv: Guide vane
imp: Improvement
in: Input
Opt: Optimal
Ref: Reference
rb: Rotor blade@: Rotational speed
Sur: SurrogateA: Torque.
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